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What is wrong with the Traditional Pedagogy?
Learning to Program can be Difficult
2
World-wide, only 2 in 3 
students enrolled in 
computer programming 
courses are successful
- Bennedsen and Casper (2007)
- Watson and Li (2014)
What did we do about it?
Structured, informal cooperation during computer labs
3
“Informal cooperative learning 
consists of having students work 
together to achieve joint learning 
goals in temporary, ad-hoc groups 
that last from a few minutes to 
one class period.”
- Johnson et al. (2002, 2006)
Lab Structure
4
‣ The teaching material for the lab overlaps with the material 
covered in the lectures.
‣ Students work on a hands-on programming assignment which 
covers the theoretical concepts covered in the previous lecture.
‣ The programming assignment for every lab session is a small-
sized desktop application.
In terms of implementation, what does that look like?
5
Students briefly work in 
pairs (i.e., collaborate) at 
strategic points during their 
lab seession.
The Treatment
Where did we do it?
Learning Environment
6
Mandatory laboratory component of a 
college-level Introductory Programming 
Course
Most students (~ 70%) have little or no 
programming experience
Most students are freshmen
Avg. class (laboratory) size is 22 students
One laboratory instructor
How did we assess this change?
Impact on Student Learning
7
Student performance on the 
programming examinations 
was better than in the prior 
semester
Student performance on the 
conceptual examinations was 
comparable
How did we assess this change?
Student Programming Self-Efficacy & Self-Beliefs
8
Scott & Ghinea (2014) 
instrument adapted for use in 
the specific context of this 
course.
Our initial findings showed some 
improvement within the fall 
semester.
Unfortunately, we did not collect 
this information the prior 
semester … so no comparison at 
this time
Instructor Impressions
Informal Observations & Anecdotal Evidence
9
Reliance on laboratory instructor
Level of anxiety in the laboratory 
environment
Sense of isolation while working
Socialization of programming
What are our next steps?
Continue to use Informal Cooperative Learning
10
Continue to use Informal Cooperative 
Learning in the Classroom
Attempt to increase our confidence in the 
preliminary findings by collecting more of 
the data we already collect
Supplement this data with “new” 




Student sense of independence from / 
dependence on the instructor 
Student sense of community
Student sense of enjoyment while 
programming
Student intrinsic motivation and/or time 
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Gallery: Lab Instructor Assistance
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Fall 2016 – Student Feedback
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